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Deploy mode: Introduction

We have developed a Spark application

› How are we going to run it?

› What happens in the cluster?

Spark application components (review)

– Spark driver

– Spark executors

– Cluster manager
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Deploy mode (execution mode)

Deploy mode

› Determines where the resources used by Spark application are 

physically located

Deploy mode types

– Client mode

– Cluster mode

– Local mode

Differences

› Where the driver runs?

› Where the executors run?
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Deploy mode: Local mode

Properties

› The entire application is run on a single machine (paralelism

through threads)

› The Spark driver runs on the client machine

› Executor processes run on the client machine

Purpose

› Development

› Debugging

› Testing
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Deploy mode: Client mode (example for YARN)
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Deploy mode: Client mode

Properties

› The Spark driver runs on the client machine that submitted

the application (usually an edge node)

› The cluster manager maintans the executor processes

Purpose

› Spark-shell (interactive sessions)

› Easy debugging 

› Input and output attached

› Can overload the edge node
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Deploy mode: Cluster mode (example for YARN)
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Deploy mode: Cluster mode

Properties

› The Spark driver runs on a worker node inside the cluster

› The cluster manager maintans the executor processes

Purpose

› The best deploy mode for stable applications

› Better resource utilization than in client mode

› More difficult debugging
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Deploy mode: How to configure it?

./bin/spark-submit

--class <main-class>

--master <master-url>

--deploy-mode <deploy-mode>

--conf <key>=<value>

<application-jar>

› Deploy mode can be client or cluster (client is 

default)

› Local mode is used by setting master to local[*]



Configuration of resources for Spark

job
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Spark executor memory

Memory overhead - Off heap (no GC). Call stacks, Shared libraries, Constants defined in Code,The code itself, ….

Reserved - the memory is reserved for the system and is used to store Spark’s internal object.The size is hardcoded.

User Memory - It's used for storing your data structures and data needed for RDD conversion operations, such as lineage.

Execution memory - It’s mainly used to store temporary data in the calculation process of Shuffle, Join, Sort, Aggregation, etc.

Storage Memory - It’s mainly used to store Spark cache data, such as RDD cache, Unroll data, and so on.

Size of an Execution and Storage memory can by dynamically changed by the Dynamic occupancy mechanism process.
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Spark executor memory example

Spark executor container memory = 4 GB

Memory overhead = 10% of executor memory, max 384 MB

Reserved memory = 300 MB

User Memory = (Java Heap — Reserved Memory) * (1.0 — spark.memory.fraction) = (3640-

300)* (1-0,6)= 1336 MB

Storage Memory = (Java Heap — Reserved Memory) * spark.memory.fraction * 

spark.memory.storageFraction = (3640-300)*(0,6*0,5)= 1002 MB

Execution Memory = (Java Heap — Reserved Memory) * spark.memory.fraction * (1.0 —

spark.memory.storageFraction) = (3640-300)*(0,6*0,5)=1002 MB
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Resources configuration: Why?

Spark driver and executors run in JVMs

› They all need a reserved block of a memory

› At the same time, the cluster has a limited amount of memory

and needs to run many jobs in paralel

› It is necessary to fine-tune several options, so the jobs are 

stable but do not use more memory than necessary
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Resources configuration: Settings

Available settings

› spark.driver.memory

– Size of the Spark driver in MB

– Default 1024MB

› spark.executor.memory

– Size of the each Spark executor in MB

– Default 1024MB

› spark.executor.cores

– The number of virtual cores that will be allocated to each executor

– Default 1 (YARN)

› spark.dynamicAllocation.enabled

– Allows Spark dynamically change the number of executors based on the workload
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Resources configuration: Spark Driver

Spark driver is usually not the limiting factor of Spark performance

› Begin with the default value, increase if we get OutOfMemoryException

› When using Client mode, remember there are many drivers sharing one physical node

Use spark.driver.maxResultSize

› Limits the total size of serialized results of a Spark action, 

for example .collect()

› Driver can fail when executor attempts to return too large result
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Resources configuration: Spark Executor

Considerations

› Resources available in the cluster, sizing of YARN nodes

› Few large executors or many small executors?

– Small executors

• One partition - one executor, risk of spilling the data to disk

• Total overhead grows

– Large executors

• Might be wasteful, small executors are easier to allocate
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Resources configuration: Recommendations

1) Allows Spark dynamically change the number of executors based on the workload

2) Number of cores – deside based on the load. Usually 2 - 4 cores/executor

3) Driver memory – keep default

4) Executor memory – ((data size) *1,5)/0,6) / number of executors (max 16G)

For start use spark.executor.memory = 2G.

5) Number of executors - number of task / executor > 100.

For start use spark.dynamicAllocation.maxExecutors < 10.

5) For long running processes set spark.sql.ui.retainedExecutions <= 100 (default 1000)
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Examples
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Examples
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Examples



Catalyst and Execution plans
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Catalyst and Execution plans: Motivation

› Spark SQL unifies the access to data stored on various systems 

and in various formats

› Higher-level API enables further optimizations
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Catalyst and Execution plans

› Catalyst is the Spark SQL optimizer

› Execution plan is a translation of Spark statements (queries, 

transformations, actions, …) to a sequence of logical and 

physical operations (DAG)

› Function explain() shows the plan(s)
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Catalyst and Execution plans: Step by Step

› Unresolved logical plan = Spark’s interpretation of what we want 

to do

› Logical plan = metadata check, typing (resolution of tables, 

AnalysisException)

› Optimized logical plan = reordering of operations, simplification 

(rules executor)
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Catalyst and Execution plans: Step by Step

› Physical plan = different ways how to compute the result

› Cost-based optimization (CBO)

› Promoted physical plan = the plan selected for execution

› Since Spark 3 - Adaptive Query Execution

› Execute on a part of data and recompute plan

› Disabled by default
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Catalyst and Execution plans: Statistics

› Cost-based Optimizer needs information about the input data in 

order to make the right decisions

› Statistics

› Table-level statistics

› Column-level statistics

› Statistics collection is possible only on named tables (not DFs 

or RDDs)

› ANALYZE TABLE db.tbl COMPUTE STATISTICS 

[FOR COLUMNS col_1, col_2, …]

› Speed-up of joins, aggregations, filtering etc.

› Statistics should be regularly updated
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Catalyst and Execution plans: Example - Spark HS

› SELECT stanice, avg(teplota) from teploty group by stanice LIMIT 20



Spark Joins
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Spark Joins: Introduction

› What are joins used for?

› Types of joins

› INNER join (default)

› Treating NULL values

› LEFT | RIGHT join

› FULL | CROSS

› SEMI | ANTI (returns only data from one side)

› How are joins executed?
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Spark Joins: Communication strategies

What are the options?

› Sort Merge join

› „Big table to big table“

› All-to-all communication, very expensive (network)

› Nodes are sharing data according to distribution of JOIN 

keys

› Broadcast join

› „Big table to small table“

› The small table has to fit into the memory of a worker node
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Spark Joins: Sort Merge JOIN

Source: 

Holden Karau, Rachel Warren; High Performance Spark; June 2017
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Spark Joins: Broadcast JOIN

Source: 

Holden Karau, Rachel Warren; High Performance Spark; June 2017
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Spark Joins: Other considerations

› Prefiltering

› Lower the amount of data before joining

› spark.sql.shuffle.partitions

› Number of partitions to use when shuffling data for joins or 

aggregations

› Default value: 200

› Too many partitions can cause too high parallelism but also 

too many files at the output
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Spark Joins: Example – Broadcast (DAG and plan)

df1 = spark.range(0, 100000000)

df2 = spark.range(0, 1000000)

joined = df1.join(df2, "id")

joined.show()
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Spark Joins: Example – Sort Merge (DAG and plan)

df1 = spark.range(0, 100000000)

df2 = spark.range(0, 10000000)

joined = df1.join(df2, "id")

joined.show()



Common Spark problems:

Small files
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Small files: Introduction

› High overhead with ingesting data (be it from a file, JDBC, 

Kafka or previous Spark stage)

› Too many small files = Long scanning time

› How to detect it?

› Check „scan time total“ in History Server

› What is the ideal file size?

› Small files = Long scanning time

› Large files = Worse parallelization
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Small files: Mitigation

› Mitigation strategies

› Fix processes producing the input data (if possible)

› Manual compaction
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Small files: Fixing the problem at source

› If there is process producing small files, try to fix the problem at

source, for example

› Buffer that waits for data, writes them to disk, and produces

small files - increase interval

› Dataset with too fine-grained partitioning schema

› Not always possible
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Small files: Manual compaction

› Algorithm

› Determine the size of your dataset on disk

› Decide what your ideal part-file size is

› Compute the number of spark-partitions required 

(size-on-disk / ideal-size)

› Read data, repartition by N and write to disk
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Small files: Recommendation

› Remember when writing data from Spark job

› One Spark partition = 1 part-file written

› Repartition, coalesce

› Ideal part-file is between 128MB and 1GB

› Avoid small files in Hadoop in general
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Small files: Example

Number of files

(parquet)

Size of file Scan time 

(sum over executors)

10 50 MB 4.1 s

100 5 MB 5.0 s

1000 0.5 MB 39.3 s



Common Spark issues:

Performance and memory issues
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Broadcast join

› Typical error:

› Caused by: org.apache.spark.SparkException: Could not 

execute broadcast in 300 secs. You can increase the

timeout for broadcasts via spark.sql.broadcastTimeout or

disable broadcast join by setting

spark.sql.autoBroadcastJoinThreshold to –1

› How to solve it :

› Switch off broadcasting: Spark.sql.autoBroadcastJoinThreshold=-1

› Increase timeout from 300: Spark.sql.broadcastTimeout = 1000

› Refresh table stats: ANALYZE TABLE <tableName> COMPUTE STATISTICS
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Driver out of memory

› Typical error:

› org.apache.spark.SparkException: Job aborted due to 

stage failure: Total size of serialized results of 3800 tasks 

(1024.2 MB) is bigger 

than spark.driver.maxResultSize (1024.0 MB)

› How to solve it :

› Increase driver memory: spark.driver.memory=2G

› Increase maxResultSize spark.driver.maxResultSize=2G
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Executor out of memory

› Typical error:

› org.apache.spark.SparkException: Job aborted due to stage failure: Task 251 in stage 

10.0 failed 4 times, most recent failure: Lost task 251.3 in stage 10.0: 

org.apache.spark.memory.SparkOutOfMemoryError: Unable to acquire 16384 bytes of 

memory, got 0

› How to solve it :

› Check Spark UI :

› Increase executor memory size - spark.executor.memory

› Increase number of executors - spark.dynamicAllocation.maxExecutors

› Repartition data - repartition(numPartitions, *cols)

› Rewrite code
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Example



Questions?



Profinit EU, s.r.o., Tychonova 2, 160 00  Praha 6

Tel.: + 420 224 316 016, web: www.profinit.eu

LinkedIn

linkedin.com/company/profinit

Twitter

twitter.com/Profinit_EU

Facebook

facebook.com/Profinit.EU

Youtube

Profinit EU

Thank you for your attention


